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 Before “the modernization” advances to “the modernization” in our country stride 
and after appeared partially “modernization” under time background, in this 
multi-dimensional coexistence, does not have in as if the historic course which the 
standard, many value judgments dwindle, the public art moves and develops whether 
to have some kind intrinsic, the inevitable criterion, the direction and the ideal criterion? 
If exists, what it is, how its constancy and should the mobility, we how grasp under the 
new historical linguistic environment and control? This article through to 
Contemporary China city public art development present situation's combing with 
some frequently asked questions analysis which appears to our country public region 
of art, discovered our country city public region of art question appears the basic 
reason is the humane spirit, the humanities value and the humanities ideal flaw, and 
take this as the agreement spot, proposed that “the humanities criterion” will take of 
the public art layout and appraisal criteria. 
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